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Expanding to meet
the market’s demands

Developments on all fronts for OFOLux, whose Italian production
site’s warehouse space has doubled, acquiring new automated
machinery, as well as augmenting its workforce at the three produc-
tion facilities distributed around the globe.
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On the strength on their results achie-
ved in the RV sector and generally
speaking in the automotive sector,

OFOLux has undertaken an improvement
process for the implementation of its corpo-
rate and managerial structure, as well as the
organization of its human resources and pro-
duction processes. Firstly, the production site
situated in Brunello, in northern Italy, has
been expanded, with a new 750 square
meter warehouse facility. The old storage
facility will be maintained (around 800 sq m)
and used solely for electronic components,
whereas the new wing now stores extruded
aluminium and plastic parts, plastic molds
and various other components. 
“We’ve doubled our warehouse space,”
explains Cristina Oblatore, part owner of
OFOLux together with brother Luca, “desi-

gnating a much larger area to extruded alu-
minium parts. This move had by now beco-
me necessary, since the internal vehicle
lighting sector has changed in recent years,
and our customer base is increasingly
demanding linear and customized lighting
solutions. No longer simple individual
lighting, such as spotlights and ceiling
lights, but evolving to light strips hidden
behind cabinets and wall units: a type of
lighting that requires the use of extruded
aluminium and other specific semi-finished
products that we’ve set up in the new
warehouse facility. In the meantime, we’re
still highly focused on our production of
spotlights, which is experiencing a high
demand: in essence, there’s an increasing
need for lighting in motorhomes, and at
OFOLux we’re striving to do our best to

meet the market’s demands.”
The various LED modules produced by
OFOLux are all designed in-house at the
Brunello production site: indeed, the com-
pany’s design division creates the various
lighting systems, alongside the research and
development department. LED components
are provided by large scale Asian suppliers,
and then assembled based on OFOLux
design criteria. A significant point is that all
OFOLux lighting products are approved for
the automotive sector: with a wealth of
experience supplying bus and ambulance
manufacturers, OFOLux is accustomed to
very high quality and safety standards. Very
often the materials and components used
for motorhomes are the same as those
mounted onto buses and ambulances, the-
reby benefitting not just overall quality, but
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also reliability. OFOLux holds certification for the electromagne-
tic compatibility of electronic components, as well as approval
for the fire resistance of plastic materials. Concerning its ware-
house facility, the management of logistics has also been enhan-
ced, through the adoption of barcodes.
“Improvements have also been brought in terms of our produc-
tion processes,” adds Cristina Oblatore, “particularly through the
acquisition of two new machineries for automated aluminium
processing, including a double blade cutting machine. These are
significant changes, aimed at optimizing our production and
logistics in view of the market’s greater and increasingly diversi-
fied demands. We’re also pursuing the ISO TS 16949 certifica-
tion process, a specific regulatory standard for the automotive
sector that goes beyond ISO 9001, and doesn’t just concern
systems in general, but also includes process and product quali-
ty. Therefore an improvement on all fronts, also regarding our
personnel, which has grown recently to around fifty people wor-
king at the three OFOLux production sites, in Italy, Tunisia and
Mexico.”

Minimum thickness
Among the various products presented at the latest edition of

the Caravan Salon in Dusseldorf, a new thinly designed spo-
tlight attracted a great deal of attention. Not a wholly recessed
spotlight, but one that protrudes only minimally, providing advan-
tages both from an aesthetic standpoint and in terms of easy instal-

lation. The base is secured by two small screws, and the frame is
magnetic. This new spot provides a diffused light effect, without
any highlighted points. The frame can be customized at will, for a
chrome, satin, silver or even colored finish. An elegant, attractive
looking lighting solution that allows for simple and easy assembly.

Officially established in 2001, OFOLux was founded on
the experience of OFO snc, instituted in 1974 by the

father and uncle of the current owners, specialized in the
production of accessories for buses. Today, Luca and
Cristina Oblatore manage a company that makes the most
of the skills and expertise acquired in the automotive sec-
tor, providing interior lighting solutions for vehicles: not
just lamps and spotlights, but complete lighting systems
for minibuses, buses and fully rigged coaches, as well as
commercial vehicles transformed, for instance, into ambu-
lances. In the RV sector, OFOLux supplies nearly all Italian
motorhome manufacturers, as well as European and inter-
national manufacturers. Standard production is flanked by
models specifically developed to customer specifications:
OFOLux provides customized modifications to systems,
through flexible production processes, and thanks in great

part to its state-of-the-art internal design department.
OFOLux employs around fifty people overall across its
three production sites: the company’s main production site
is located in Italy, in Brunello in the province of Varese, and
a facility was opened in 2009 in Tunisia, in a district boa-
sting a pre-existing well established electronics sector.
Since 2015, OFOLux has also established itself on the
American continent, with a production site in Mexico, in
order to maintain a direct presence for its bus and coach
customers in Central and South America. OFOLux has a
worldwide customer base in the bus sector, whereas its
activities in the RV sector are currently focused in Europe,
Australia and Japan. OFOLux holds ISO 9001:2008 certifica-
tion, and has obtained ISO 14001:2004 environmental cer-
tification, in addition to ISO TS 16949 quality certification
for the automotive sector.
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